PALINYEWAH PRODUCERS
ABN 304 576 43566
PO BOX 883, MILDURA VIC 3502

KER:JR
21 December 2010
The Honourable Mr Tony Windsor, MP
Parliament House
CANBERRA ACT 2600
Dear Sir,
Re:

Parliamentary Committee of Enquiry into Murray-Darling Basin

I am a NSW irrigator, growing citrus and avocados on the Darling River 30km's north of
Wentworth, but being within the Murray River pool created by the weir at Wentworth,
and thus deemed to be a Murray irrigator.
I welcome the opportunity to make a submission to your Committee, and hope that your
report in due course will redress or allay at least some of the angst and mayhem created
by the flawed and "misguided" ostensible Guide of the MDBA.
1. There is no doubt that Governments of all persuasions in the Murray-Darling
States have over-allocated their water resources, derived primarily from the
Murray and Darling Rivers and their catchments.
2. Whatever interpretation of the Water Act is accepted, as to the priority to be given
by the Murray-Darling Basin Plan ("the Plan") to the environment, or the extent
to which social and economic impacts are to be brought into account, the overallocation has to be addressed, and the reasonable needs (not merely the minimum
requirement) of the environment must be met as a priority, for without a healthy
environment, to the extent that it depends on river flows or retentions, there will
not be sustainable communities and economic development in the Basin.
3. Irrigators should not be made to bear the brunt of the folly of over-allocation by
all Governments. Redressing such over-allocation should be a whole-ofgovernment responsibility, whether Commonwealth and / or State.
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Whilst momentum for necessary reform should not be stalled because of welcome
substantial wide-spread rainfall recently, such rainfall and consequent
replenishment of most of the catchments means that your Committee and the
MDBA should hasten slowly and "get it right", as the breaking of the drought has
removed the critical urgency which might otherwise have continued to obtain.
4. In recognition of the importance of irrigated agriculture and horticulture in the
Murray-Darling Basin Food Bowl, economically and socially, purchase or any
other form of clawing back of water licences should be the last resort.
5. There should be a proper and critically-tested scientific and economic analysis of
all alternatives to irrigation licence purchases or claw backs.
The science ostensibly underpinning many of the assertions or assumptions in the
Guide have been acknowledged by the MDBA Chair as flawed or incomplete or
untested, that leading to at least some of the trenchant and justifiable criticisms of
the Guide.
In addition to proper scientific analysis of the reasonable needs of the
environment in the Basin, there needs to be proper detailed research and analysis
of all reasonable alternatives to achieve more effective use of water resources in
south-eastern Australia, including much more serious and concerted efforts to
capture and reuse storm water, especially in Melbourne, and to use recycled
water.
Kenneth Davidson of "The Age" has for years advocated piping water from
Tasmania, and I have enclosed an extract from "The Age" dated 13 December
2010 featuring the latest of Kenneth Davidson's articles on the subject.
The Victorian Government has steadfastly ignored the Tasmanian proposal, or at
least has not been at all transparent as to reasons why that option should not be
explored.
6. Irrigation licence entitlements should be standardised across the whole Basin,
especially as water is traded between States' licence holders.
I would respectfully suggest that the NSW system should be the preferred model,
where high security licences have traditionally been granted for, and used for,
permanent plantings, the irrigators holding low security licences generally being
engaged in production of non-permanent crops such as pasture, cotton, rice and
vegetables, and with priority given to high security in that little or no allocation is
made to low security licence holders until the allocation in any year to high
security holders is 97%.
The virtue of such NSW system (with high security comprising only about 20%
of the total volume of irrigation allocation) has been highlighted by the serious
shortcomings in the Victorian system of licence holding, where about 80% of
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licences are deemed to be high security, but in reality the irrigators of permanent
plantings have no greater rights or access to water than growers of pasture or
annual crops, and led in recent times to desperate horticulturists paying up to
$1,100.00 per megalitre for temporary water to keep their permanent plantings
alive, with the dairy farmers and other "grass growers" in the Goulburn Valley or
Kerang areas becoming water barons and selling their water to the horticulturists,
and using a fraction of their windfall gains to buy feed from other areas such as
Gippsland or the Western District.
Messieurs Brumby and Holding expressed the simplistic and flawed view that
"water would find its own level" in terms of monetary value.
I do not doubt that it would be a huge challenge to standardise irrigation
entitlements but it is worthy of serious effort to achieve this.
7. An ill-informed Water Minister Wong briefed by equally ill-informed bureaucrats
squandered about $30 million about a year ago in purchasing a low security
licence from Tandou Limited, and a further very substantial sum purchasing a
comparable low security licence from Twynham Pastoral Company.
The folly of the Commonwealth's buyback of low security permanent water is
explained in reasonable detail in the enclosed extract from "Sunraysia Daily"
dated 17 December 2010 being an article by Sunraysia Water Exchange on the
subject "Rethink required for NSW Buyback"
8. I respectfully agree with your tentative suggestion in your ABC Regional Radio
interview with Louise Ray on 13 December that perhaps the Basin should be
approached as a series of sections, rather than as a single unit, and that a costbenefit analysis or a SWOT analysis be undertaken in respect of separate regions.
For example, in the Sunraysia region where high-value crops are generally grown
or able to be grown, the water authorities each side of the Murray River and their
constituent irrigators, considered that the substantial expense of pipelining
channels was justified, giving long-term benefits of water savings, and in terms of
water delivery to horticulturists, many of whom have spent substantial capital to
upgrade their irrigation systems to more efficient systems using less water for
their crops.
On the other hand, in the Goulburn Murray region, the Victorian Government has
embarked upon a less efficient, less costly, and more short-term solution of using
swimming pool liners in channels.
Some water saving is alleged to be made, as justification by Brumby and Holding
for the obscenity of installing the north-south pipeline for the benefit of
Melbourne at the expense of the already environmentally-stressed Goulburn
Murray region.
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The irrigation in that region is primarily for dairying and pasture, as I understand
it, and perhaps the financial return to irrigators per megalitre did not justify or
require a more effective, long-term water savings strategy such as pipelines
instead of swimming pool liners.
To the extent that, in the longer term, water should find its own level, I would
suggest that the Committee would be justified in looking at the Basin as a series
of separate regions with separate needs and costs, to the extent that further
infrastructure works should be one of the major areas of interest and concern to
the Committee, before looking at the need for purchase or other form of claw back
of existing licences.
I hope these observations and submissions are of some assistance to the Committee.
Yours faithfully

KEITH E. RICHARDS QAM
Enc.
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Yarrawonga
No. 26Torrurnbarry
No. 15 Euston
No. 11 Mildura
No, 10 Wentworth
No 9 Kulnine
No. 8 Wanyumma

Water saving
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Re think required for NSW Buyback
he Commonwealth's buyback of permanent
water ovei the past few years has been jn
issiii' of ijrc.it discussion and debate.
A
pait ol Ihe package announced by the
(•Inward Government $3.million is currently
h<>!iH> spent (iver JO years to buy bark licence;,
from willing sellers in the market.
]he recently released Guide to the draft
Basin Plan has indicated that between 3000GL
to 4000CH needs to be recovered to ensure a
sustainable and healthy nvei environment.
Ii is important io note however th.it this
amount to be recovered is "real water" - not
iln> face value of a permanent entitlement.
!n other words 3000GI to 4000GI. o) actual
.illofdtion is required each year regardless of
how many ML of permanent entitlements the
Commonwealth owns.
As we all know the allocation received from
.1 permanent entitlement can be less than
101)% in any given year.
In NSW there are two distinct licence types:
• NSW High Security -which gets first priority
fur any available water up to 97% allocation
• NSW General Security - which then gets
allocated any additional available water after
High Security has received its full allocation.
This two tiered system of distributing the
available watei has resulted in a different
reliability of allocation between the two licence
types.
This reliability of allocation is measured by
what is called the Long Term Cap Equivalent
{! TTF). In other words the L'ICF is the average
yield in allocation from a particular licence type
based on modeling tor the period between
1HQ1 to 2003
Ihe LTCt of NSW Murray General Security
has been calculated at 80% whilst I lifjh Security
•s calculated at 9b%.

T
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sunraysia water exchange

The LTCF has been used by the
Commonwealth to guide its purchases to date
in NSW. The logic they are using is that if the
1TCF of Murray General Security is 80% and we
can purchase it for S800/ML it is better value
for money than purchasing High security for
s,iy$23OO/ML.
Therefore to date the Commonwealth has
purchased 278,598ML of General Security
and only 367MI. of High Security for the
environment.
I believe this logic is flawed for a number of
reasons:
L) A major reason for the buyback in the
fiist place is that the Governments believe the
climate has changed in recent years and there
will be lower water availability of water into
the future. This is validated by CSIRO studies
which the Commonwealth often refers to. This
will impact on General security allocations the
most and render its LTCF. somewhat obsolete.
Any analysis to suggest that Murray General
Security is going to produce an 80% average
allocation into the future is probably optimistic
at best.
This is highlighted in the recent drought
in which Murray General Security received
0%, 0% and 9% allocations from 2006 to
2009. Owning General Security entitlements
during this time obviously produced very little
environmental benefit and therefore would not
have substantially contributed to the 3000GL
to 4000GL recovery of "real water" required
under the Basin Plan. It would seem that the
ITCF- that the Commonwealth is currently using

is not even taking into account the recent dry
years from 2003.
2) Even in wet years (such as 2010) when
General Security allocations have reached
100% it can be argued that the benefit of
owning General Security entitlements for the
environment is negligible as the environment
has all the water it needs anyway. The
opportunity cost of not owning these General
Security entitlements in such years would be
going to the market and buying the equivalent
volume of allocation at the current prices of
$20 to $30/ML which would be a far more costs
effective option.
3) A premium should be paid for NSW
High Security because of its high reliability
of allocation. The risk of not receiving any
substantial real water each year to assist the
environment is vastly lower and there should
be a value for this lower risk. In addition the
allocation from NSW High Security is often
received early in the water year which would
have additional environmental benefits. To a
large extent the market is doing this now with
many interstate irrigators purchasing NSW High
security which has resulted in a higher value
than for SA or Vic High Reliability entitlements.
In summary if we are in fact moving into drier
times than the past than NSW High Security
will become increasingly differentiated from
General Security.
However to date the Commonwealth has
failed to recognise this logic in its purchases of
almost exclusively General Security.
If the Commonwealth persist in using
outdated assumptions to guide its purchases in
NSW it may result in a huge waste of taxpayers
money with very little real water to help the
environment.

